Regional Memorandum
No. 655 s. 2022

CALABARZON PROFILING AND DATABASE SYSTEM (CPDS)
FOR TEACHING PERSONNEL

To: Schools Division Superintendents

1. The recently enacted Excellence in Teacher Education Act of May 10, 2022 or Republic Act 11713 gears towards career progression of all teachers in the country. In compliance with this, our region sets forth the establishment of updated CALABARZON Profiling and Database System (CPDS) for all teaching personnel. The CPDS will serve as the main source of essential data and information about the teachers’ professional development and career progression.

2. The pertinent data relative to CPDAS will be consolidated by the Human Resource Development Division-National Educators Academy of the Philippines-Region (HRDD-NEAPR). All Administrative Officers (AOs) are requested to maintain the data in the CPDS and update annually in all public elementary and secondary schools. In cases of schools without AOs, Administrative Staff or the School Administrator, the Head Teacher or the Teacher-In-Charge will take charge of the stated function to keep the CPDS updated.

3. Updating shall be done every First Week of September of each year. However, for this year’s establishment of the CPDS, all AOs/School Administrators/Head Teachers/TICs whoever are requested to register through this link: https://bit.ly/CPDSKeepers until October 10, 2022. Updating will start as soon as an invitation to access the CPDS is accepted by the updaters (AOs/TICs/HTs).

4. Updating for the current year shall be completed not later than October 31, 2022. All HRMOs and HRD Specialists are enjoined to access the CPDS through the DepEd drives. They shall follow up the progress of updating the CPDS.
5. Should there be queries or other related concerns pertaining to this matter, please coordinate via e-mail at neap.calabarzon@deped.gov.ph and look for Mr. Mark Anthony R. Malonzo.

6. For the guidance and compliance of all the concerned personnel.

ATTY. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO II
Regional Director

neapr/marm